Locked Nucleic Acid Probes (LNA) for Enhanced Detection of Low-Level, Clinically Significant Mutations.
The detection of clinically significant somatic mutations present at low level in a tissue sample represents a challenge in any laboratory. While several high sensitivity methods are described, the incorporation of these new techniques in a clinical lab may be difficult if the technology is not readily available or requires major changes in the workflow of the laboratory. Techniques that are robust and easily adapted to existing laboratory protocols are highly advantageous. In this chapter we describe the use of locked nucleic acid (LNA) probes to modify existing polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based protocols which can then be sequenced by Sanger sequencing. LNA probes are used to enhance the sensitivity of Sanger sequencing to mutation frequencies below 1 %. The method is robust and is easily incorporated for assessment of any sample with low tumor content or low mutant allele burden.